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Nepal--Away

from the Maddening

Bangkok, Thailand,
Monday, March I

to Katmandu,

Crowd

Capital

of Nepal

Our group met in the lobby at 7 A.M. for a day of travel.
To our surprise, all the sailors were congregated
They were to continue
cific eventually

their tour of duty eastward

reaching

made their way through

there too.

San Diego.

into the Pa-

Doug and Captain

Kent

the crowd to Jen and me to say a final

goodbye.
Arriving

at the airport,

two hour delay.

Seating ourselves

Indian women with children
of Dutch tourists,
visited

retired
\

and babies,

sober Russian

and forth as they waited

that we would have a

among Thais, silk-saried

we wrote letters,

while watching

our remaining

we learned

other Asians

made

Thai Bahts for Nepalese

journal entries

army officers

for their flight.

and a group
and

pace back

Some of us exchanged

rupees.

Our guitarists

to a corner of the large room and began to strum softly.

Je~w~

soft-s2Qken

__not fc::elingvery well nor was Ross, a -Slj,~hh, rather
redhead

with a dry sense of humor.

Both of them looked
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peaked

and complained

After boarding
prevailed.

of nausea.

the TIA DC-IO,

Our pilot

announced

the same wonderful

that we would

soon be flying

over Burma and that we would have an hour layover
where we would have to stay on board.
complimentary

champagne

city.
My view of-----~--..
Calcutta
" impoverished
---------~----------.------trees and the red-orange
as the plane stopped,

meal with

our descent

was limited

the air-conditioning

was immediately

into this

to--palm
-- ----

tile roofs of low buildings.

ing our sick ones much discomfort.
when our aircraft

in Calcutta

A continental

was enjoyed before

service

As soon

was turned off, caus-

We were somewhat
surrounded

alarmed

by armed Indian

soldiers.
We left Calcutta
military

precaution.

cent Himalayas
giants.

incident

Within a very short time, the magnifi-

flocked

with their cameras.
contrasted

to the starboard

What a marvelous
against

ill, asked me to take a picture

beheld

within

I had unmindfully

Everest.

my

increasingly

highest

raQge, our untrained

eyes

mountains,

Mount

including

This 29,028 foot peak was first conquered

1953, by Edmund P. Hillary
of Nepal.

feeling

packed

for him with his camera.

this mountain

eight of the earth's

side of the plane

photo these snow covered

Ross, with whom I was sitting,

Somewhere

these

the clear blue sky, would make!

But, to my great disappointment,
camera.

0%J(;lanswers
as to the

came into view and we began to parallel

Everyone

wonders,

without

of New Zealand

on May 29,

and Tensing

Norkay
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We were soon notified
into Katmandu.
air terminal.

to take our seats for our landing

One small nondescript

Here we would be processed

Milling

outside

the terminal

fitting

shirts,

shouldering

quated rifles.

air.

Katmandu

through

appeared

we were refreshed
is situated

in a fertile valley

out of the twentieth

inspectors,

pecially

out of the tropcentury.

one a woman, painstakingly

This process

to our sick companions.

anti-

by the invigorat-

ics and, in most respects,

each of our cases.

and loose

to be a small people.

We were definitely

checked

customs.

bullet belts and carrying

4500 feet above sea level.

The somber customs

served as the

were men in pantaloons

The Nepalese

As we left the plane,
ing mountain

building

seemed endless,

es-

Two more of our girls had

joined the ranks of the ill and, after being processed

along

with Jen, they found a corner of the room where they could sit
on the cool floor to wait.

Ross soon joined them.

An old beat up bus was waiting
hotel.

Our suitcases

jammed like sardines

outside

to take us to our

were secured on the bus roof, and we were
into the small seats, holding

our luggage

in our laps.
Our two-story

ho~el was located on the edge of tewn.

like most of the buildings
After room assignments
Carol,

in Katmandu,

were made, my roommate,

and I found our modest

Our windows,

bordered

the green valley

needed paint

and Himalayan

and repairs.

quiet attractive

but cozy room on the second

by cheerful

cafe curtains,

foothills.

It,

floor.

framed views of

We had a complete
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bathroom

including

We'L--unpacked
__~_~_
-her friends.

a few things,

and Carol was off with some of

so, in jeans, parkas

out into Nepalese

Although
numerous

-

toilet.

Jen's room was at the end of the hall.

feeling better~
I ventured

a stanaard

Katmandu

and tennis

ing bells.
were compact

had many paved roads, there were still

the populace

The Peoples'

the city a small modern

paths

used bicycles

Only a few of the well-to-do
imports.

shoes, she and

civilization.

ancient dirt and stone streets,

Besides walking,

She was

trolley

and squares.

equipped

with warn-

owned cars and these

Republic

of China had given

system which had been installed

in 1975.
As we walked
poorly dressed
ens.

through

the winding

pedestrians

and bicyclists,

We had to avoid stepping

The men, especially,
fields to relieve
bloody

fly-covered

Everywhere

immodestly

themselves.

into animal

Another

as well as human waste.

obstacLe

streets,

roads and

in our path was a

cowhide.

we went, we heard the pleasant

rings of bicycle

sounds of hacking

Once we were almost hit when a man sitting

story window
kleenex

we encountered

cows, dogs and chick-

used sidewalks,

bells and the common but repulsive
tinge

streets,

spit into the street below.

was another habit of the natives.

Blowing

and spit-

in a second
noses without

Trying to avoid step-

ping in the wrong place, being spit upon or run into by bicy~
clists meade walking

in parts of the city a real challenge.

The small stature of these dark weather-beaten

natives

was
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reflected

in the size of their primitive

brick homes and buildings.
stoop to avoid hitting
window

coverings.

In doorways

their heads.

Domestic

ground floor of the homes.

animals

stone, wood and mudtall westerners

Shutters

were the usual

found sanctuary

Generally,

the highest

were no more than four or five stories.

had to

on the
structures

Occasionally,

we saw

newer cement block buildings.
The women,
times wearing

clothed

in long dull wraparound

some-

a scarf and a Hindu mark on their foreheads,

peared dramatically

older than their years.

feet were calloused

and cracked.

The toddlers,
ing without

garments,

especially

underware.

out flying insects.

The boys wore T-shirts

The people

were extremely

hygiene

accounted

cloth-

and baggy pants.

around their eyes to keep

on the whole,

the small children,
undoubtedly

Their dirty bare

the girls, wore western-made

Many of the babies had black eyeliner

ap-

dirty.

and particularly

The absence of basic

for their forty-three

year average

life expectancy.
In spite of my immediate
attracted

by its bracing

and rural atmosphere.

obiections

air, quietness,

What a contrast

to Katmandu,

I was

lack of western

litter

to the two pollution-

ridden cities we had just visited!
The undulating
verdant.

countryside

Here stooping

raced and irrigated
why two-thirds

around the city was rich and

women carefully

fields and gardens.

of Nepal's

national

tended manually

ter-

It was easy to see

income was derived

from
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agriculture.
On our walk we also encountered
hippies.

Dressed

wandered

tranquilly

wanderers

like the natives
through

and seekers,

trail from Istanhul
to begging.
had caused
journeyed

American

but somewhat

the streets

many of whom

illnesses

Asian maladies

Still others who

from the West to Nepal and India hoped to become
enlightened

faith encompassing

through

the religions

ninty percent

and shrines we passed.
well and had coexisted

Buddhism,

The word Hindu originated
the valley

and Turkistan

population.

had a grasp here as

since the 4th century

Here in 1500 B.C., Aryans
brought

their religions

bined with those of the Indian subcontinent's
gions to- form the basis for Hinduism.
was originally

oped over a period
The Aryans

This

A.D.

from the word Indus, referring

of the Indus River.

Russia

as the major

SDooe and wood temples

however,

with Hinduism

of the East.

Hinduism

of Nepal's

fact was quite evident by the primitive

oldest

the drug

and often resorted

or dreaded

It was here that we first encountered

founder,

they

Some of these

had followed

some to die a slow lonely death.

spiritually

Southern

cleaner,

alone.

here, ran out of money

Drug related

and European

of a monistic

philosophy

from

which com-

indigenous

This religion,

to

reli-

havinq no

and had devel-

of 4000 years.

also brought

with them the Veda which

of the Hindu scriptures.

They introduced

is the

Brahmanism

and

the caste system to India.
Over many centuries,

Hinduism

absorbed

the worship

of gods
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and images of innumerable
gods Hinduism
deities,

religious

beliefs.

Of the 330 million

is said to have, to some Hindus

but to the philosophic

of the one Brahman,

God.

they are separate

Hindu they are merely

Appropriately,

"land of the gods" and the Nepalese

aspects

the term Nepal means

refer to the Himalayas

the "throne of the gods" c(nd call Mount

Everest,

as

"god~ess_ mother

of the earth."
Around
ascendancy

the 5th century

B.C., when Buddhism

in India, Hinduism

the Buddhist

concepts

tion, the practice
a revitalization

added to its philosophy

of non-violence,

non-ritualistic

of yoga and other Buddhist

of Brahmanism,

White Huns in the 6th century
of Buddhists

simply

medita-

concepts.

the ~nvasions

Due to

of India by the

and the Muslims

left India and migrated

was in its

in the 11th, waves

to China,

Southeast

Asia

and Sri Lanka.
Although

Hinduism's

cepts contributed
centuries

ability

to its survival

later it was destined

concentrations

in the northwest

The one common
unite with Brahman,
cess of purification
guilt absolved

birth-death

religious

to come to grips with the Muslim
and northeast.

their spiritual

source.

Hindus

can this goal be realized.

a pro-

and all

Through this process,

many times depending

cycle is represented

is to re-

Only through

where all evil will be eliminated

state is attained.

con-

on the Indian subcontinent,

goal shared by all orthodox

one may be reincarnated
the purified

to absorb~other

The Hindus'

on his status until
recognition

by the trinity

of this

of the creator

....----------------------------------------------------_.------_

...
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Brahma,
belief

the preserver

Vishnu

and the destroyer

that one's soul may be reincarnated

vents the believers

from killing

First we visited

che€ks.

and eating

contemporaries
clothing.

postmark

We then walked

'L

returning

were wearing

the _r_emQte_citi~~of

As we were leaving
gaged in conversation
hia,l Wearing

_

the clerk

that our mail was
Asi-~_otherwise

it

_

fr~m each pieee

_

the post office,

with an American

a loose fitting

to buy stamps.

and watched

n9_t be sent:_._Th~_stam.Qs could be removed

of mail ~ng_resQ_ld.___

than their

outdated,western

to the small post office

each pne'~,>wfiwould have to ensure

to the

traveler's

stylish

the stamps to our postcards

\J)~~tlT!a:r:.~E?§
__~n_many_of
~ght

looking more

on the streets,

Here we affixed

them.

a bank where we cashed

The bank employees,

The

into animals pre-."..:

Jen and I had to make two stops before
hotel.

Shive.

I became momentarily

from Marin County,

tunic and baggy pants,
However,

Califor-

he appeared

to be suffering

from a jaundiced

cheerful

and asked us if we were here to hike in the Hi-

nature

condition.

en-

he had a

malayas.
Back at the hotel,

we freshened

to eat in the small cafe-bar
both ordered
the courier

off the hotel lobby.

the basic rice meal.
and the bus driver

After introducing

themselves,

Neil, the courier,
had dark hair.

up for dinner

While we waited

and decided
Jen and I
to be served,

for our trip came in for a beer.
they joined us.

twenty-six,

He had an outgoing

was of average height
personality

and

and was well

-
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dressed.

He wore a striking

Neil had been a courier
Alexander

for> several years

around his neck.

and had done the

before.

Graeme, the driver,
had long sandy ~air.
jeans.

gold medallion

He

twenty-four,

was tall and lean and

was shy and wore a T-shirt

These two young men with complimentary

share the responsibility

and baggy

natures

would

for our safety and well-being

until

we reached London.
They told us that we would not be going through
Pakistan, as planned

due to recent trouble

Rawalpindi,

there resulting

attempted

shooting

of one of the bus drivers

company.

Instead we would spend an extra day in Lahore,

They left us shortly
scheduled

reminding

from another bus

us about the orientation

some local entertainment

where we were directed

After buying our tickets,

and motivated

not only entertained
The following,
structure,

cymbals

including

is a verbatim

Although

dancing
the

at the seams, the happy

some of whom wore frightening

us but educated

on wooden

and colorful

and horns.

soiled and ripping

performers,

across town to

to art Lny auditorium.

to watch an hour of very emotional

were worn,

to see

we joined the small audience

to the beat of crude drums,
costumes

meeting

which we had read about on the hotel

board. __ We hired a cab and were driven

the Ho~el Manaslu

benches

Pakistan.

for 9:00 that evening.

Having two hours of free time, Jen and I decided

~~ll~t~~

in the

masks,

us as well.

misspelled

words and poor sentence

copy from parts of the printed

program

